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CALENDAR

Tech Workshop
    Rosario, Argentina

25-26 September
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14-20 July
IETF 102
    Montreal, Canada
https://goo.gl/jU7WVv

1 - 3 October
NANOG74
    Vancouver, Canada
https://goo.gl/aV885r

15 - 19 October
RIPE77
    Amsterdam, Holand
https://goo.gl/Wkz4yv

24 - 28 September
LACNIC30 – LACNOG
    Montreal, Canada
https://goo.gl/F3jsTb

4 - 5 October
ARIN42
    Vancouver, Canada
https://goo.gl/2Axh72

LACTLD’s 20th 
Anniversary 
Celebration
LACTLD celebrated its twentieth 
anniversary with a celebration that 
took place on June 22 at the Hotel 
Las Americas Golden Tower, 
Panama. The event was attended by 
our members and guests from the 
different organizations with which 
LACTLD has worked during these 
twenty years: LACNIC, ICANN, ISOC, 
among others.

20 - 26 October
ICANN63
    Barcelona, Spain
https://goo.gl/oVUudL 

Eduardo Santoyo gave a commemorative speech for the twentieth anniver-
sary. Then, we hand over a series of awards to the associate and affiliates 
members of our organization. Also, within the framework of this celebra-
tion, Luis Arancibia presented the Commemorative Publication regarding 
the twenty years of LACTLD. This publication tells the our organization 
history as well as the histories of each of our associates members, among 
other contents.

LACTLD specially thanks all those who joined us in this special event for 
the entire community.
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LACTLD’s Policy and Legal Workshop
LACTLD held its Policy and Legal Workshop on June 21 and 22 in Panama City, 
Panama. The Workshop was attended by representatives from eighteen 
associated ccTLDs as well as representatives from two affiliate members.

Various topics were presented and discussed such as: the WHOIS and GDPR 
impact on the protection of personal data in the ccTLDs; the role of registries in 
cybersecurity, the role of ccTLDs in Internet governance, the participation of the 
empowered communities (in particular, of the ccTLDs) within ICANN; an 
update on the works in the "Work Track 5", among other topics of political 
impact for the ccTLD.

LACTLD acknowledges and thanks the members of the Policy and Legal 
Working Groups for their active involvement in the planning and development 
of the Workshop and to .PA for their hospitality.

After the Workshop, the General Assembly of the organization was held. The 
LACTLD members elected the candidates for the Board of Directors and 
renewed the positions of the Audit Committee.

LACTLD is very grateful to Eduardo Santoyo, outgoing President, for all the 
years of hard work dedicated to the organization.

New conformation of
the LACTLD Board of Directors:

Ernesto Bojórquez - .MX
President

Luis Arancibia - .CL
Secretary

Frederico Neves - .BR
Treasurer

Clara Collado - .DO
Vocal

Ignacio Velázquez - .PY
Vocal

Audit Committee
Oscar Moreno de Ayala-Diaz - .PR

Sergio Ramirez - .UY
María Antonieta Chavarría - .CR
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.GT joins the LACTLD Anycast Cloud
On Saturday, June 23, in Panama City, the .GT registry and LACTLD signed the 
agreements for the incorporation of the ccTLD as a user of our Organization’s 
Anycast Cloud.

The .GT registry, as a user of the Anycast Cloud, will have different copies of its 
zone in the nodes that make up the network. Thus, the ccTLD will obtain an 
instant recovery instance in case there is a DNS downfall or inconvenience in 
its current nameserver. In addition to obtaining this recovery instance, the Any-
cast Cloud, thanks to its mechanism and architecture, will allow a better load 
balancing and an improvement in the resilience and speed of its network.

From LACTLD, we are pleased that .GT is now part of the Anycast Cloud and 
contributes to deepen regional cooperation between registries and organiza-
tions in Latin America and the Caribbean.

LACNIC signs the agreements to become a user of the LACTLD 
Anycast Cloud
Oscar Robles, executive director of LACNIC, and Miguel Ignacio Estrada, 
general manager of LACTLD, signed the agreement that establishes the incor-
poration of LACNIC as a user of the LACTLD Anycast Cloud. The signing took 
place on Wednesday, June 27, 2018 in Panama City.

Even though LACNIC was already part of this initiative as a participating node, 
signing the user agreement will allow LACNIC to host copies of its reverse DNS 
in our Anycast Cloud. 

LACTLD seeks to strengthen the Internet infrastructure and stability in the 
Latin American and Caribbean region through its Anycast Cloud. This initiative 
is based upon best effort principles, it is a non-profit venture for LACTLD mem-
bers and external interested parties and it does not seek to compete with exist-
ing commercial providers.
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Revista .br - Issue 14
The last issue of the Revista .br presents different reflections on how fake 
news changes the behavior of people and companies in the technology indus-
try. Specifically, the journal includes an interview with Professor Newton de la 
Costa on the concept of quasi-truth. Also, this issue presents a series of 
reports on Cognitive Computing, 4.0 Industry, Internet use by children and 
teenagers, and more.

CANTO: 34th Annual Conference
CANTO 2018 will take place on 22-25 July at the Hard Rock Hotel in Panama 
City, Panama. On this occasion, the Caribbean telecommunications event, 
aimed at industry professionals, academics and regional governments, will be 
carried out under the slogan "Guiding Digital Adoption to Lead the Global 
Market". The conference will seek to highlight how the digital revolution is 
transforming our societies and how operators, suppliers, governments and 
other stakeholders should manage their adoption to boost growth and com-
petitiveness in their areas of influence.

LACIGF 11
The LACIGF 11 will take place from July 31 to August 2 at Hotel Scala, Buenos 
Aires, Argentina. It is an event developed by the Internet community and for the 
Internet community of Latin America and the Caribbean. In the 2018 edition, 
the Program Committee consulted on the issues to be addressed in LACIGF 11 
in two parts in order to promote and encourage the participation of all sectors:

1. Through the Intrasectoral Consultation to each of the sectors involved in the 
forum discussions.

2. Through a Public Consultation open to the community.
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LACNIC 30 - LACNOG 2018
LACNIC 30 - LACNOG 2018 will be held in the city of Rosario, Argentina, from 
September 24 to September 28, 2018. The meeting will be hosted by CABASE 
(Cámara Argentina de Internet) and will take place at the Ros Tower Conven-
tion Center.

The LACNIC meeting will be held in conjunction with the annual meeting of the 
Network Operators Group Forum of Latin America and the Caribbean, 
LACNOG, in its 2018 edition.

The Latin American Telecommunications Congress
The 6th Latin American Telecommunications Congress took place from June 
11 to June 15 in Varadero, Cuba.

One of the Congress’ goals is to provide the instance to forge long-term part-
nerships among organizations in order to join efforts and maximize the ability 
to bring together and enrich a successful congress model through experiences 
and networking. Additionally, the Congress aims to establish a shared medium 
and long-term working agenda that promotes coordinated policies among 
countries. Also, it seeks to create a meeting point to generate an effective and 
integral exchange between relevant telecommunication industry stakeholders, 
where experiences and knowledge that promote ICT development in Latin 
America can be shared and discussed, generating consensus and agreements 
about the necessary mechanisms needed in order to promote social, political 
and economic development of the region.

Signing of an agreement between PUNTO.HN and CGI
Consultants
On May 18, 2018, the signing of an important agreement between Punto.hn 
and the company Consultores CGI was carried out in the Sociedades Bíblicas 
de Honduras. This agreement seeks to benefit the entrepreneurship sector in 
Honduras and it will benefit micro, small and medium enterprises with the use 
of ICT through the implementation of the electronic commerce platform 
mimall.hn in order to promote their products and services. The purpose of this 
agreement is to train the productive sectors in the use of ICT in relation to the 
new business models.
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ICANN62: 2018 Policy Forum
From 25-28 June 2018, the ICANN62 meeting took place in Panama City, 
Panama. A major focus of this meeting was data protection and privacy 
issues, namely GDPR. There were sessions all across the community focusing 
on the different pieces of the work that needed to be addressed.

The Supporting Organizations (SOs) and Advisory Committees (ACs) made 
great strides in their work. The Country Code Names Supporting Organization 
(ccNSO) continued to make progress on the retirement of ccTLDs, held 
sessions on disaster recovery and business continuity, held a Tech Day with a 
focus on the operational and technical exchange of information and best prac-
tices, held a ccNSO Members Day focusing on business and administrative 
matters, and elected Council Chairs and Vice Chairs. 

Internet Society Names Andrew Sullivan as New President & 
CEO
In advance of its 2018 Annual General Meeting, the Internet Society’s Board of 
Trustees announced that it has selected Andrew Sullivan as the organization’s 
new President and Chief Executive Officer. Sullivan will assume leadership of 
the global non-profit organization dedicated to promoting the open develop-
ment, evolution and use of the Internet on 1 September, 2018.  As President 
and CEO, Sullivan will also join the Internet Society’s Board of Trustees.

With nearly half the world’s population still lacking Internet access, Sullivan will 
use his new role to address the growing opportunities gap that is opening up 
between those who have access and those who don’t.

2020 ICANN Public Meeting Locations Announced

ICANN has announced the locations for the 2020 ICANN Public Meetings. 
Cancun, Mexico, has been selected as the location in the Latin America and 
Caribbean region to host ICANN's 67th Public Meeting, from 7–12 March 
2020. The Community Forum will be held at the Cancun International Conven-
tion Center.

NEWS FROM THE WORLD
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IETF 102
The IETF 102 starts on Saturday 14 July and runs through Friday afternoon, 20 
July. The meeting will take place in Montreal, Canada.

The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) is a large open international 
community of network designers, operators, vendors, and researchers 
concerned with the evolution of the Internet architecture and its smooth 
operation. It is open to any interested individual. The mission of the IETF is to 
make the Internet work better by producing high quality, relevant technical 
documents that influence the way people design, use, and manage the 
Internet.

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, has been selected as the location in the Asia Pacific 
region to host ICANN's 68th Public Meeting, from 22–25 June 2020. Hamburg, 
Germany, has been selected as the location in the European region to host 
ICANN's 69th Public Meeting, from 17–22 October 2020. The Annual General 
Meeting will be hosted by eco association, DENIC and the City of Hamburg at 
the Congress Center Hamburg.

ICANN holds three Public Meetings each calendar year in different regions of 
the globe. ICANN Public Meetings are a central principle of ICANN's 
multistakeholder model because they provide a venue for progressing policy 
work, conducting outreach, exchanging best practices, conducting business 
deals, and interacting with other members of the ICANN community, Board, 
and organization. 
 

New ITU iLibrary digital platform
The new ITU iLibrary digital platform allows users across the globe to access 
key global ICT data and reports from a single platform, supporting the 
expanded sharing of knowledge and the increased development of ICT 
capacities worldwide.
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